Tennis newspaper article

This newspaper article needs ten apostrophes adding to it - one for each sentence. Insert apostrophes where they are needed.

The former tennis champion Steffi Graf does not want to retire.

She wants to return to the top of the women’s game this season.

She’s been working out in Florida with other tennis stars.

There’s talk that the other members of the tennis circuit think she is too old.

She’d lost more than a stone when we interviewed her recently.

Steffi, who’d retired in 1999, is married to Andre Agassi.

She has said that she doesn’t want to be beaten when she next plays.

Her fans’ support has always meant a lot to Steffi and she believes that they drive her to win.

But my belief is that it is Steffi’s own drive that has got her back into the top ten.

Her younger rivals can’t ignore this former number one much longer.

Now compare your answers with the answer sheet. How did you do?